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For years, our client relied on Paychex for their payroll processing needs, trusting them
to handle their complex payroll requirements efficiently and accurately. However, in a
surprising turn of events, Paychex abruptly notified our client that they could no longer
provide services to cannabis businesses. This sudden disruption left our client in a
difficult position, with limited time to find an alternative payroll solution.
With payroll being a critical aspect of their business operations, our client needed to
identify a new payroll provider swiftly. They faced several challenges in their search,
including:

Specialized Expertise: Our client sought a vendor with expertise in serving the
unique payroll and compliance needs of the cannabis industry.

1.

Proprietary Technology: They desired a payroll provider that owned their
technology platform, ensuring flexibility, customization, and quick responsiveness
to their specific requirements.

2.

Seamless Transition: The transition from one payroll provider to another needed to
be smooth and efficient to minimize disruptions and potential errors.

3.

Challenge: Unexpected Payroll Service Disruption

Introduction

Our client is a highly successful and vertically integrated cannabis business operating
multiple retail stores across the Midwest. With full control over their cannabis supply
chain, from cultivation to retail, they ensure the highest quality products and an
exceptional customer experience. However, their growth trajectory hit a roadblock
when their long-time payroll provider, Paychex, unexpectedly informed them in April
2023 that they could no longer serve their needs. This sudden disruption presented our
client with significant payroll challenges that needed urgent resolution. This use case
highlights how our client overcame these challenges by partnering with UZIO, a
specialized payroll and HR provider for the cannabis industry.
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Amidst the time-sensitive situation, our client diligently evaluated various payroll
providers in the market. After extensive research and careful consideration, they
selected UZIO as their preferred partner. UZIO is renowned for its deep understanding
of the cannabis industry, tailored solutions, and proprietary technology platform that
meets the unique needs of cannabis businesses.

Solution: UZIO - Empowering Cannabis Businesses
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The partnership with UZIO enabled our client to address their payroll challenges
effectively. Here's how UZIO's comprehensive payroll and HR solutions provided the
perfect fit for their requirements:

Specialized Expertise and Industry Compliance1.
Proprietary Technology Platform2.
Smooth Transition and Implementation3.

Solution: UZIO - Empowering Cannabis Businesses (contd.)

Since partnering with UZIO, our client has experienced significant improvements in
their payroll operations, compliance, and overall efficiency. The results achieved
include:

Time Savings and Efficiency1.
Enhanced Accuracy and Reduced Errors2.
Compliance with Payroll Regulations3.

Results: Streamlined Payroll Operations and Compliance

Our client's experience with UZIO exemplifies the transformative impact of finding the
right payroll and HR partner. Despite the unexpected disruption caused by Paychex's
withdrawal of services, our client successfully navigated the challenges and emerged
stronger with UZIO's support.

UZIO's specialized expertise, proprietary technology platform, and seamless
implementation have empowered our client to streamline their payroll operations,
enhance compliance, and achieve significant time and cost savings. Their partnership
with UZIO has not only resolved their immediate payroll challenges but also positioned
them for long-term success in the rapidly evolving cannabis industry.

As a highly satisfied client, our client enthusiastically recommends UZIO's payroll and
HR solutions to other cannabis businesses seeking a reliable and tailored payroll
partner. Through UZIO, cannabis businesses can gain the confidence, compliance, and
efficiency needed to thrive in an industry marked by constant change and complex
regulations.

Conclusion: UZIO - A Reliable Partner for Cannabis Payroll
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